
A New Measure of theDistance between Ordered Treesand its Applications�Thorsten RichterDepartment of Computer Science IV, University of BonnRoemerstr. 164, 53117 Bonn, Germanye{mail: richter@cs.uni-bonn.deMay 31, 1997AbstractThe problem of computing the distance between two trees T1 and T2 ([14], [18]),also known as tree editing problem, is a generalization of the problem of computingthe distance between two strings ([8], [9], [16]) to labeled ordered trees. One view ofthe distance between two trees T1 and T2 is that of a mapping. A mapping M fromT1 to T2 is a partial one-to-one map from the nodes of T1 to the nodes of T2 thatpreserves the ancestor relations and the left-to-right ordering of the nodes. In [18]an algorithm is given that computes the distance between two ordered trees T1 andT2 in time O(jT1j � jT2j �min(depth(T1); leaves(T1)) �min(depth(T2); leaves(T2)))and in space O(jT1j � jT2j). In this paper we de�ne a new measure of the distancebetween two ordered trees T1 and T2 that is based on a restricted kind of mappingwhich we call structure respecting. In a structure respecting mapping M from T1to T2 for all (v1; w1), (v2; w2), (v3; w3) 2 M the additional condition lca(v1; v2) =lca(v1; v3) () lca(w1; w2) = lca(w1; w3) holds, so that a structure respectingmapping preserves more of the structure of the trees involved than a general mapping.We then present a simple dynamic programming algorithm that computes a mini-mum cost structure respecting mapping between two ordered trees T1 and T2 in timeO(degree(T1) �degree(T2) � jT1j � jT2j) and in space O(degree(T1) �depth(T1) � jT2j).1 Introduction and MotivationThe problem of computing the distance between two trees T1 and T2 ([14], [18]), alsoknown as tree editing problem, is a generalization of the problem of computing the dis-tance between two strings ([8], [9], [16]) to labeled trees. The trees under considerationin the tree editing problem are ordered, i. e. the left-to right order of the children of anode is signi�cant. Without this assumption, i. e. if considering unordered trees, the treeediting problem becomes NP-complete [19].The edit operations available in the tree editing problem are changing, deleting andinserting a node. To these operations costs are assigned that depend on the labels of the�This work was supported by the DFG under grant Bl 320/2 - 11



nodes involved. The problem is to �nd a sequence of such operations transforming a treeT1 into a tree T2 with minimum cost. The distance between the trees T1 and T2 is thende�ned to be the cost of such a sequence.Another view of the distance between two trees T1 and T2 is that of a mapping. Amapping M from T1 to T2 is a partial one-to-one map from the nodes of T1 to the nodesof T2 that preserves the ancestor relations and the left-to-right ordering of the nodes.The pairs of inverse image and image of a mapping are called connections. Interpretinga connection as a change operation, a node of T1 not contained in the domain of M as adelete operation, and a node of T2 not contained in the range of M as an insert operation,one can de�ne the cost of a mapping to be the sum of the costs of these edit operations.The cost of a mapping with minimum cost is equal to the cost of an edit sequence withminimum cost, so that both views of the distance between two trees are equivalent.In [18] an algorithm is given that computes the distance between two ordered trees T1and T2 in time O(jT1j � jT2j �min(depth(T1); leaves(T1)) �min(depth(T2); leaves(T2)))and in space O(jT1j � jT2j).An application of the tree editing problem is the comparison of RNA secondary struc-tures (see [11], [12]). Here an RNA secondary structure is modelled as an ordered tree,such that one can use an algorithm for the tree editing problem to compare two of thesestructures.Another application of ordered labeled trees occurs in syntax theory. To compare twosentential forms of a (context-free) grammar, one can compute the distance between theirparse trees. In [13] this was applied to the problem of syntactic error recovery and correc-tion for programming languages, for example. Similar techniques could be applied in theanalysis of natural language. One can describe the syntactic structure of a natural lan-guage sentence in terms of its parse tree (see [17]). Then one can compare a new sentencewith other sentences stored in a database by computing the distance between their parsetrees, for example.In this paper we de�ne a new measure of the distance between two ordered trees T1and T2 that is based on a restricted kind of mapping which we call structure respecting.In a structure respecting mapping M from T1 to T2 for all (v1; w1), (v2; w2), (v3; w3) 2Mthe additional conditionlca(v1; v2) = lca(v1; v3) () lca(w1; w2) = lca(w1; w3)holds, so that a structure respecting mapping preserves more of the structure of the treesinvolved than a general mapping. This can be interesting when one compares the syn-tactic structure of (natural language) sentences, for example. The restriction to structurerespecting mappings could give more signi�cant results in this case.For every structure respecting mapping there is still a corresponding edit sequence withthe same cost, but on the other hand there is no longer a corresponding structure respectingmapping for every edit sequence. We present a dynamic programming algorithm that com-putes a minimum cost structure respecting mapping between two ordered trees T1 and T2 intime O(degree(T1)�degree(T2)�jT1j�jT2j) and in space O(degree(T1)�depth(T1)�jT2j).This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the general tree editingproblem and introduce the main concepts used within. In Section 3 our new measure ofthe distance between trees is introduced and its main properties are shown. Section 4is devoted to the computation of this new distance and Section 5 presents an algorithm2



in pseudo-code fashion, that computes it. In Section 6 we show the correctness of thealgorithm and consider its complexity. In Section 7 we apply our new concept of thedistance between two ordered trees to approximate tree matching. Finally in Section 8 webriey discuss our results.2 The General Tree Editing ProblemThe trees we consider in this paper are always ordered and labeled. The label of a nodev is denoted by label(v). We assume the labels of the nodes to be chosen from a �nitealphabet �. The root of tree T is denoted by root(T ). Furthermore T [v] is the subtreeof T with root v and if v has k children v1; v2; : : : ; vk, then F [vi1 : : : vi2 ], 1 � i1 � i2 � k,denotes the subforest of T [v] which consists of the subtrees T [vi1 ] to T [vi2 ]. We sometimesuse F [v] as an abbreviation of F [v1 : : : vk], i. e. of the subforest T [v] n fvg.In this section we review the general tree editing problem and introduce the mainconcepts - edit operations, edit sequences and mappings - used within.2.1 Edit Operations and Edit SequencesA �rst view of the general tree editing problem is based on the concept of a set of editoperations on trees to which costs are assigned. Applying such an edit operation manipu-lates a tree locally. If two trees T and T 0 are given and their distance is to be computed,the tree T is transformed to the tree T 0 step-by-step by applying an appropriate sequenceof edit operations. The distance between T and T 0 is then de�ned to be the cost of anedit sequence with minimum cost which transforms T to T 0. The details are as follows.De�nition 1 (Edit operations) Let T = (V;E) be a labeled ordered tree. Then weconsider the following edit operations on T .�����@@@@@@@@���sa���@@@T -a! b �����@@@@@@@@���sb���@@@T 0Figure 1: A change operation changing the label of a node from a to b.� Change. Changing the label of a node from a 2 � to b 2 � (this includes the casea = b). Such a change operation is denoted by a ! b (this notation is potentiallyambiguous, since many nodes can have the same label. However which node is meantwill always be clear from the context). Figure 1 illustrates a change operation.� Delete. Deleting a node labeled by a 2 �. All children of the deleted node becomechildren of its parent, i. e. the deleted node is substituted by the sequence of its3



�����@@@@@@@@���ssa���@@@T -a! � �����@@@@@@@@���sT 0Figure 2: A delete operation deleting a node with label a.children. Such a delete operation is denoted by a ! " (" =2 � denotes the emptyword). Figure 2 illustrates a delete operation.�����@@@@@@@@���sa���s��� @@@sc @@@T -"! b �����@@@@@@@@���sa���s��� @@@ sb@@@sc @@@T 0Figure 3: An insert operation inserting a node with label b.� Insert. Inserting a node labeled by b 2 � as the child of a node with label a 2 �. Aconsecutive sequence of the children of the latter become the children of the insertednode. Which sequence this is depends on the context. An insert operation is denotedby "! b. Figure 3 illustrates an insert operation that inserts a node with label b asa child of the node with label a. Here the right child of the latter becomes the childof the inserted node.The set of all such edit operations is denoted by OP, formallyOP = fa! b j a; b 2 � [ f"gg n f"! "g:If T 0 is the tree which results from the tree T by applying the edit operation op 2 OP,we say that op transforms the tree T to the tree T 0, which is represented by T op! T 0. 2De�nition 2 (Edit sequences) A sequence S = (op1; op2; : : : ; opk), k 2 N0, of editoperations opi 2 OP, 1 � i � k, is called an edit sequence, if there are trees Ti, 0 � i � k,4



such that the operation opi transforms the tree Ti�1 to the tree Ti, 1 � i � k.Then we say that the edit sequence S transforms the tree T = T0 to the tree Tk = T 0,which is represented by T S) T 0. 2De�nition 3 (Costs of edit operations and edit sequences) We assign to each editoperation op 2 OP a cost (op), such that(a) (op) � 0 8 op 2 OP,(b) (a! a) = 0 8 a 2 �,(a! b) > 0 8 a; b 2 � [ f"g; a 6= b,(c) (a! b) = (b! a) 8 a; b 2 � [ f"g,(d) (a! c) � (a! b) + (b! c) 8 a; b; c 2 � [ f"g.Hence the cost function  is a metric.The cost (S) of an edit sequence S is then de�ned to be the sum of the costs of theedit operations of S, formally (S) = jSjXi=1 (opi): 22.2 Mappings between TreesAnother view of the general tree editing problem is based on partial one-to-one mapsbetween trees which are called mappings. To each mapping M a cost is assigned whichdepends on the nodes of the trees \covered" by M . The distance between the two trees isthen de�ned to be the cost of a mapping between them with minimum cost. The detailsare as follows.De�nition 4 (Mapping) Let T1 = (V1; E1) and T2 = (V2; E2) be two labeled orderedtrees. A mapping M from T1 to T2 is a setM � V1 � V2;such that for all (v1; w1); (v2; w2) 2M the following conditions are satis�ed:(1) v1 = v2 () w1 = w2,(2) v1 is an ancestor of v2 () w1 is an ancestor of w2,(3) v1 is to the left of v2 () w1 is to the left of w2.A pair (v; w) 2 M is called a connection between v and w. Then we say that v isconnected to w, and vice versa. 2De�nition 5 (Not feasible and expandable) Any set N � V1 � V2 that violates oneof the conditions of a mapping is called not feasible. A mapping M from T to T 0 is callednot expandable if the addition of an arbitrary connection to M causesM to be not feasible,formally if 8(v; w) 2 (V1 � V2 nM) : M [ f(v; w)g is not feasible;and called expandable, otherwise. 25



Condition (1) of a mapping says that a mapping can be considered as a partial one-to-one map from the nodes of T1 to the nodes of T2. Therefore we can use the followingnotation for the domain and the range of a mapping MDM (T1) := fv 2 V1 j 9w 2 V2 : (v; w) 2Mg � V1;RM(T2) := fw 2 V2 j 9v 2 V1 : (v; w) 2Mg � V2:If v 2 DM(T1) and w 2 RM(T2), respectively, we say that v and w, respectively, arecovered by the mapping M . Otherwise v and w, respectively, are not covered by M .A substructure of a tree is obtained by deleting none or more nodes of the tree (inthe sense of a delete operation de�ned above). A substructure of a tree is in general aforest in which the ancestor relations as well as the left-to-right ordering of the nodes arepreserved.Condition (2) of a mapping ensures that the connections of a mapping M preservethe ancestor relations of T1 and T2. Condition (3) ensures that the left-to-right orderingof the nodes is preserved. Therefore a mapping M from T1 to T2 induces a substructureSM(T1) of T1 in the following manner. The nodes of the substructure are the nodes ofT1 that are covered by M , i. e. the nodes in the domain DM(T1) of M . For two nodesv1; v2 2 DM(T1) the node v1 is the parent v2 in the substructure, i� v1 is ancestor of v2in T1 and there is no node u on the path from v1 to v2 in T1 that is covered by M . Thismeans the parent of a node in the substructure is its lowest ancestor in T1 that is alsocontained in the substructure. Finally for two edges (v; v1) (v; v2) of the substructure thenode v1 is to the left of the node v2 in the substructure, i� it is to the left of v2 in T1.This means that the order of the substructure reects the order of the tree.Analogously a mapping M also induces a substructure SM (T2) of T2, the nodes ofwhich are the nodes in the range RM(T2) of M . By the de�nition of a mapping we havethat the two substructures SM(T1) and SM(T2) of T1 and T2, respectively, are isomorphic.They only di�erin the labels of the nodes. Hence we need not distinguish between theinduced substructure of T1 and that of T2 in the following. Instead we can speak of asingle substructure induced by M which is denoted by SM(T1; T2). It represents the partsof the trees T1 and T2 which are \similar" with respect to the mapping M .Formally we can de�ne the substructure induced by a mapping as follows.De�nition 6 (Substructure induced by a mapping) LetM be a mapping from T1 toT2. Then the substructure of T1 and T2 induced by a mappingM is the forest SM (T1; T2) =(VM ; EM) where(1) VM = DM(T1),(2) (v1; v2) 2 EM () " v1; v2 2 VM ^ v1 is ancestor of v2 in T1 ^6 9u 2 VM : u is on the path from v1 to v2 in T1 #,(3) 8(v; v1); (v; v2) 2 EM : " v1 is in F1(M) to the left of v2 ()v1 is in T1 to the left of v2 #.Note that we could have de�ned the substructure in terms of T2 as well. 26



Now we de�ne the cost of a mapping, so that we are able to search for a mapping withminimal cost.De�nition 7 (Cost of a mapping) The cost (M) of a mapping M from T1 to T2 isde�ned as follows(M) = X(v;w)2M (label(v)! label(w))+ Xv2V1nDM (T1)(label(v)! ") + Xw2V2nRM(T2)("! label(w)): 2Note that because of condition (d) in De�nition 3 an expandable mapping M doesnot need to be considered when seeking for a minimal cost mapping, since there is acorresponding not expandable mapping M 0, whose cost is at most as high as the costof M . The cost of M is in general lower than the cost of M 0. They are equal only if,with respect to the labels of the nodes of the expanding connection (v; w) in condition(d) of De�nition 3, equality holds. Then the delete operation and the insert operation aretogether as expensive as the corresponding change operation. In the following we interpretsuch a pair of delete and insert operation as a change operation. Then we can say that anexpandable mapping cannot have minimal cost.2.3 The General Distance between TreesThe following lemma says that both views of the distance between two trees are equivalentin the sense that they de�ne the same distance.Lemma 1 ([18]) Given an edit sequence S that transforms the tree T to the tree T 0, thereexists a mapping M from T to T 0 such that (M) � (S).Conversely, for any mapping M from T to T 0, there exists an edit sequence S trans-forming T to T 0 such that (S) = (M). 2The general distance between two trees is de�ned as follows.De�nition 8 (The general distance between two trees) The general dis-tance �(T; T 0) between two trees T and T 0 is the cost of a edit sequence with minimumcost that transforms T to T 0, formally�(T; T 0) = minf(S) j T S) T 0g: 2Note that due to Lemma 1 we could have de�ned the general distance between twotrees as well in terms of mappings:�(T; T 0) = minf(M) jM is a mapping from T to T 0g:The �rst algorithm for computing the general distance between two trees was given byTai in [14]. It considers the nodes of both tree in preorder and has a running time ofO(jT j � jT 0j � depth(T )2 � depth(T 0)2):7



This complexity was improved by Zhang and Shasha in [18]. The basic idea of theiralgorithm is to consider the nodes of the trees in (left-to-right) postorder. This is as fol-lows. Let T = (fv1; : : : ; vng; E) and T 0 = (fw1; : : : ; wmg; E 0) be the given trees, wherethe subscripts of the nodes correspond to their left-to-right postorder numbers. Then thealgorithm iteratively computes the distances treedist(vi; wj) between the subtrees T [vi]and T 0[wj] of T and T 0, respectively, for all 1 � i � n; 1 � j � m in increasing order.Let Left(T ) denote the leftmost leaf of a tree T , i. e. the node of T with the small-est postorder number, and let forestdist(vi1 : : : vi2 ; wj1 : : :wj2) denote the distance be-tween the ordered forests that consist of the nodes vi1 to vi2 and wj1 to wj2 , respec-tively. Then a subtree distance treedist(vi; wj) is computed by computing the distancesforestdist(Left(T [vi]) : : :vi1 ;Left(T 0[wj] : : :wj1) iteratively for increasing i1 � i andj1 � j. Since the computation of a single forest distance can be done in constant time,the computation of treedist(vi; wj) altogether takes time O(jT [vi]j � jT 0[wj ]j).The crucial observation of Zhang and Shasha was that they do not have to computethe subtree distance treedist(vi; wj) for every pair (vi; wj) separately, but that somedistances can be obtained as a byproduct of the computation of other distances. Let theset LR keyroots of a tree T be de�ned as follows:LR keyroots(T ) = fvk j there is no k0 > k such that Left(T [vk]) = Left(T [vk0 ])g:That is, if vk is in LR keyroots(T ) then either vk is the root of T or vk has a left sibling.Zhang and Shasha show that a subtree distance treedist(vi; wj) has to be computedseparately only if vi 2 LR keyroots(T ) and wj 2 LR keyroots(T 0). So they obtain anoverall time complexity ofO( Xv2LR keyroots(T ) Xw2LR keyroots(T 0) jT [v]j � jT 0[w]j):By a clever analysis of this formula they get the following result.Theorem 1 ([18]) The general distance �(T; T 0) between two labeled ordered trees T andT 0 can be computed in timeO(jT j � jT 0j �min(depth(T ); leaves(T )) �min(depth(T 0); leaves(T 0)))and in space O(jT j � jT 0j): 2Within the same time and space bound a mapping that yields the distance computedcan be constructed.Zhang and Shasha also give a parallel implementation of their algorithm. It has a timecomplexity of O(jT j+ jT 0j) using O(min(jT j; jT 0j) � leaves(T ) � leaves(T 0)) processors.3 The Structure Respecting DistanceNow we introduce a new measure of the distance between two trees that is based on arestricted kind of mapping. 8



De�nition 9 (Structure respecting mapping) Let T1 and T2 be two labeled orderedtrees. Then a mapping M from T1 to T2 is called structure respecting, if for all (v1; w1),(v2; w2), (v3; w3) 2M , such that none of the nodes v1, v2 and v3 is an ancestor of one ofthe others, the additional conditionlcaT1(v1; v2) = lcaT1(v1; v3) () lcaT2(w1; w2) = lcaT2(w1; w3)is satis�ed, where lca denotes the lowest common ancestor. 2The terms feasible and expandable apply in an obvious manner to structure respectingmappings. The cost of a structure respecting mapping is de�ned analogously to the costof a general mapping. In case of a structure respecting mapping only one direction ofLemma 1 holds.Fact 1 For any structure respecting mapping M from T1 to T2 there exists an edit sequenceS transforming T1 to T2 such that (S) = (M). 2With respect to structure respecting mappings we now de�ne the structure respectingdistance between two trees.De�nition 10 (Structure respecting distance between trees) Let T1 and T2 betwo labeled ordered trees. Then the structure respecting distance �(T1; T2) between T1and T2 is de�ned as follows�(T1; T2) := minf(M) jM is a structure respecting mapping from T1 to T2g:A structure respecting mapping M with (M) = �(T1; T2) is called a minimum costmapping. 2Before considering the computation of the structure respecting distance, we look atthe properties of a structure respecting mapping.sv1���sv2���sv3 JJJJ sv4 AAAAAAAA sv5T1 sw1�����sw2 @@@ sw3����sw4 AAAAA sw5T2Figure 4: The mapping M1.Example 1 As a �rst example of a not structure respecting mapping, consider the map-ping M1 shown in Figure 4 (in the �gures we represent the connections of a mapping by ahorizontal line connecting the nodes involved). M1 is not structure respecting, becauselca(v5; v3) = v1 = lca(v5; v4);9



sv1/w1�����sv3/w2 sv4/w4 @@@@@ sv5/w5Figure 5: The substructure SM1(T1; T2).but lca(w5; w2) = w1 6= w3 = lca(w5; w4):In Figure 5 the substructure SM1(T1; T2) of the trees T1 and T2 from Figure 4 inducedby the mapping M1 is shown.Note that the connection (v4; w4) is \responsible" for the mapping M1 not being struc-ture respecting. While v4 is in T1 structurally closer to v3 than to v5, w4 is in T2 struc-turally closer to w5 than to w2. In the substructure SM1(T1; T2) induced by M1 the nodev4=w4 is structurally equally close to v3=w2 and to v5=w5, so information contained in thestructure of T1 and T2 is lost in the induced substructure. 2sv1���sv2���sv3 JJJJ sv4 AAAAAAAA sv5T3 sw1�����sw2 sw3 JJJJJJJJ sw4T4Figure 6: The mapping M2.Example 2 As another example of a not structure respecting mapping consider the map-ping M2 shown in Figure 6. M2 is not structure respecting, becauselca(v3; v4) = v2 6= v1 = lca(v3; v5);but lca(w2; w3) = w1 = lca(w2; w4):In Figure 7 the substructure SM2(T3; T4) of the trees T3 and T4 from Figure 6 induced bythe mapping M2 is shown. Note that this substructure is isomorphic to that of Example 1.Note further that this situation can only occur when considering trees with degree > 2. 210



sv1/w1�����sv3/w2 sv4/w3 @@@@@ sv5/w4Figure 7: The substructure SM2(T3; T4).The examples have shown that the substructure of two k-nary trees induced by ageneral mapping can have degree higher than k. On the contrary, the following theoremshows that a substructure of two k-nary trees induced by a not expandable structurerespecting mapping is always at most k-nary.Theorem 2 Let T1 and T2 be two labeled ordered k-nary trees with k � 2, and let Mbe a not expandable structure respecting mapping from T1 to T2. Then the substructureSM(T1; T2) = (VM ; EM) of T1 and T2 induced by M is at most k-nary.Proof. We show the following: If SM (T1; T2) is (at least) (k + 1)-nary, then M is eitherexpandable or not structure respecting.Let be v 2 VM , such that v has in SM(T1; T2) (at least) k+1 children xi, 1 � i � k+1,in that order. Let v and the xi's be nodes of T1, and let w; yj, 1 � j � k + 1, be thecorresponding nodes of T2.Since T1 is k-nary, there must be two nodes xr; xr+1, 1 � r < k + 1, for which either(1) lca(xr; xr+1) = cx1 6= cx2 = lca(xr�1; xr)or(2) lca(xr; xr+1) = cx1 6= cx2 = lca(xr+1; xr+2).Each of these cases is now considered in turn.(1) Since cx1 and cx2 are both ancestors of xr, one must be ancestor of the other. Hencewe have to distinguish two subcases.(a) cx1 is ancestor of cx2. Let yr�1; yr and yr+1 be the nodes of T2, to whichxr�1; xr and xr+1, respectively, are connected. Let cy1 = lca(yr; yr+1) andcy2 = lca(yr�1; yr). Since both cy1 and cy2 are ancestors of yr, one of the follow-ing cases must hold.(i) cy1 = cy2. This situation is shown in Figure 8. Here we havelca(xr�1; xr) = cx2 6= cx1 = lca(xr�1; xr);but lca(yr�1; yr) = cy1 = lca(yr�1; yr):Hence M is not structure respecting.(ii) cy1 is ancestor of cy2. This situation is shown in Figure 9. Here we havethat M is expandable by the connection (cx2;cy2).11
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(iii) cy2 is ancestor of cy1. This situation is shown in Figure 10. Here we havelca(xr�1; xr) = cx2 6= cx1 = lca(xr�1; xr+1);but lca(yr�1; yr) = cy2 = lca(yr�1; yr+1):Hence M is not structure respecting.(b) cx2 is ancestor of cx1. Let yr�1; yr and yr+1 be the nodes of T2, to whichxr�1; xr and xr+1, respectively, are connected. Let cy1 = lca(yr; yr+1) andcy2 = lca(yr�1; yr). Since both cy1 and cy2 are ancestors of yr, one of the follow-ing cases must hold.pppscx2p p p p p p p p psxr�1 p p p p p p scx1p p p p p p p p psxr p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psxr+1T1 ppps by1p p p p p p p p ps yr�1 ppppppppppppppps yr ppppppppppppppppppppp s yr+1T2Figure 11: Case (1.b.i) of Theorem 2.(i) cy1 = cy2. This situation is shown in Figure 11. Here we havelca(xr; xr�1) = cx2 6= cx1 = lca(xr; xr+1);but lca(yr; yr�1) = cy1 = lca(yr; yr+1):Hence M is not structure respecting.pppscx2p p p p p p p p p p p psxr�1 p p p p p p scx1p p p p p p p p p p p psxr p pp pp p pp p pp pp p pp p psxr+1T1
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(ii) cy1 is ancestor of cy2. This situation is shown in Figure 12. Here we havelca(xr�1; xr) = cx2 = lca(xr�1; xr+1);but lca(yr�1; yr) = cy2 6= cy1 = lca(yr�1; yr+1):Hence M is not structure respecting.pppscx2p p p p p p p p psxr�1 p p p p p p scx1p p p p p p p p psxr p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psxr+1T1 ppps by2p p p p p p p p ps yr�1 p p p p p p s by1p p p p p p p p ps yr p p p p p p p p p p p p p p ps yr+1T2Figure 13: Case (1.b.iii) of Theorem 2.(iii) cy2 is ancestor of cy1. This situation is shown in Figure 13. Here we havethat M is expandable by the connection (cx1;cy1).(2) Since cx1 and cx2 are both ancestors of xr+1, one must be ancestor of the other. Hencewe have to distinguish two subcases.(a) cx1 is ancestor of cx2. Let yr ; yr+1 and yr+2 be the nodes of T2, to whichxr; xr+1 and xr+2, respectively, are connected. Let cy1 = lca(yr; yr+1) andcy2 = lca(yr+1; yr+1). Since both cy1 and cy2 are ancestors of yr+1, one of thefollowing cases must hold.pppscx1p p p p p p p p psxr p p p p p p scx2p p p p p p p p psxr+1 p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psxr+2T1 ppps by1p p p p p p p p ps yr ppppppppppppppps yr+1 ppppppppppppppppppppp s yr+2T2Figure 14: Case (2.a.i) of Theorem 2.(i) cy1 = cy2. This situation is shown in Figure 14. It is obviously analogous tothe situatation in Case (1.b.i).14



The Cases (ii) and (iii) are analogous to the Cases (1.b.iii) and (1.b.ii), respec-tively.(b) cx2 is ancestor of cx1. This case is analogous to Case (1.a). 2In the case of binary trees the following theorem holds, which shows that a not expandablegeneral mapping between binary trees that induces a binary substructure is structurerespecting.Theorem 3 Let T1 and T2 be two labeled ordered binary trees, let M be a not expandablegeneral mapping from T1 to T2, and let the substructure SM (T1; T2) = (VM ; EM) of T1 andT2 induced by M be at most binary. Then M is structure respecting.Proof. Assume that M is not structure respecting, i. e. that there are connections(x1; y1), (x2; y2), (x3; y3) 2 M , such that none of the nodes x1, x2 and x3 is an ancestorof one of the others, and lca(x1; x2) = lca(x1; x3);but lca(y1; y2) 6= lca(y1; y3)(the reverse case \lca(y1; y2) = lca(y1; y3), but . . . " is symmetrical). We can assumethat the numbering of the nodes corresponds to their left-to-right ordering, because wecan force this by renumbering the nodes and by switching the order of the nodes simulta-neously in both trees.Let cx1 = lca(x1; x2) = lca(x1; x3) and cx2 = lca(x2; x3). Since T1 is binary, cx2 mustbe a proper descendant of cx1.Let cy1 = lca(y1; y2) and cy2 = lca(y1; y3). Since both cy1 and cy2 are ancestors of y1,cy1 6= cy2 and y2 is to the left of y3, cy2 has to be a proper ancestor of cy1.scx1p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psx1 pppppp scx2p p p p p psx2 pppppppppppppppppp sx3 sby2p p p p p psby1p p p p p p p p p p p psy1 pppppp sy2 pppppppppppppppppppppppp sy3Figure 15: The disposition of the three connections in Theorem 3.Then the three connections of M under consideration are disposed as shown in Fig-ure 15. Note that at least one of cx1 and cy2 has to be covered by M , because M is notexpandable. However, we do not distinguish the resulting cases, because in any case thefollowing argumentation applies. 15



Since SM(T1; T2) is binary, there must be a common ancestor bv of x2 and x3 that is aproper descendant of cx1 and that is covered by M . With regard to the ancestor conditionof a mapping, the node bw, to which bv is connected, has to be a common ancestor of y2and y3, i. e. the node cy2 or an ancestor of it. Then bw is an ancestor of y1, but bv is not anancestor of x1. This contradicts the de�nition of a mapping. 2Note that the assumption that M is not expandable in the theorem is necessary. Notefurther that the theorem does not claim that a minimum cost general mapping is structurerespecting, since such a mapping can be ternary or of higher degree.S������� HHHHNP
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 @@@DetThe Adjnice Noungirl Verbstrokes NP�� CCCCCC llllDetthe Adjyoung NouncatFigure 16: An example comparison of parse trees with a general mapping.We conclude this section with an example that demonstrates the usefulness of structurerespecting mappings in practice.S������� HHHHNP
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 ZZZDetThe Adjnice Noungirl Verbstrokes NP��� AAA llllDetthe Adjyoung NouncatFigure 17: An example comparison of parse trees with a structure respectingmapping.Example 3 In Figure 16 parse trees of the sentences The nice young boy feeds the dogand The nice girl strokes the young cat and a general (not necessarily minimum cost)16



mapping between them are given. This mapping is not structure respecting because of theconnections between the adjective young in both sentences. These connections mix the leftund the right noun phrases NP. This could not happen in a structure respecting mapping.For example, the structure respecting mapping between these two sentences shown in Fig-ure 17 connects the left noun phrases and the right noun phrases separately (in this �gurewe have omitted connections between the NP nodes and the verbs for clarity). Obviously,this mapping reects more of syntactic similarity between the two sentences.This example has shown that it can be useful to consider the parse trees when onecompares two (natural language) sentences to determine their syntactic similarity. Fur-thermore, it has demonstrated that the restriction to structure respecting mappings couldgive more signi�cant results in these comparisons. 24 Computation of the Structure Respecting Distance4.1 IntroductionLet T1 = (V1; E1) and T2 = (V2; E2) be two labeled ordered trees. For v 2 V1 andw 2 V2 we denote the structure respecting distance between the subtrees T1[v] and T2[w]by Tdist(v; w). Let v have the children vi, 1 � i � k1 and w the children wj , 1 � j � k2.Then we denote by Fdist(vi1 : : :vi2 ; wj1 : : :wj2) the structure respecting distance betweenthe subforests F1[vi1 : : : vi2 ], 1 � i1 < i2 � k1, and F2[wj1 : : :wj2 ], 1 � j1 < j2 � k2, wherethe distance between forests is de�ned analogously to the distance between trees; espe-cially the left-to-right ordering of the trees of a forest is signi�cant. To denote the distancebeween all subforests of T1[v] and T2[w], i. e. the distance Fdist(v1 : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2), weoften use Fdist(v; w) as an abbreviation.To compute the structure respecting distance �(T1; T2) between the trees T1 and T2,we consider their nodes in ascending left-to-right postorder and compute at any timethe distance between the corresponding subtrees of T1 and T2 using intermediate resultscomputed previously. I. e. we compute the values of Fdist(v; w) and Tdist(v; w) forall pairs (v; w) 2 V1 � V2 by considering the nodes of each tree in ascending left-to-rightpostorder. The basis for these computations is the distances Fdist(v;nil), Tdist(v;nil),Fdist(nil; w) and Tdist(nil; w) (nil denotes the empty tree) between the subforests andsubtrees of T1 and T2, respectively, and an empty tree. These values are used if a subforestor a subtree of T1 (of T2) is completely deleted (inserted). Here we have the following fact.Fact 2 Let v be a node of T1 with children vi, 1 � i � k1, and w be a node of T2 withchildren wj, 1 � j � k2. Then we have(1) Fdist(nil;nil) = Tdist(nil;nil) = 0;(2) Fdist(v;nil) =P1�i�k1 Tdist(vi;nil),Tdist(v;nil) = (label(v)! �) + Fdist(v;nil);(3) Fdist(nil; w) =P1�j�k2 Tdist(nil; wj),Tdist(nil; w) = (�! label(w)) + Fdist(nil; w). 2Given these values we can devote ourselves to the computation of Tdist(v; w) andFdist(v; w). 17



4.2 Computation of TdistGiven the subtrees T1[v] and T2[w], we want to compute their structure respecting distanceTdist(v; w). We assume in our description that v has the children vi, 1 � i � k1, and wthe children wj , 1 � j � k2.The following lemma limits the number of cases to be considered in the computationof Tdist(v; w). sv�������TTTTTTTpppppppppsxT1 sw�������TTTTTTTpppppppppsyT2PPPPPPPPPPP�����������Figure 18: Case (b) of Lemma 2.Lemma 2 Let M be a mapping from T1[v] to T2[w]. Then we have(a) if v and w are both not covered by M , then M is expandable;(b) if v and w are both covered by M , then (v; w) 2M .Proof.(a) If v and w are not covered by M , then M [f(v; w)g is obviously a feasible mapping.(b) Assume that v is connected to a node y in F2[w1 : : :wk2 ] and that w is connected toa node x in F1[v1 : : :vk1 ], as shown in Figure 18. Then x is a descendant of v andy is a descendant of w. Hence we have for (v; y) and (x; w) that x is a descendantof v, but w is not a descendant of y. This contradicts the de�nition of a feasiblemapping. 2Hence computing the distance Tdist(v; w) we have to consider only the following threecases:(1) v 2 DM(T1[v]), w =2 RM(T2[w]);(2) v =2 DM(T1[v]), w 2 RM(T2[w]):(3) (v; w) 2M .Each of these cases is now considered in turn.Case (1). v 2 DM(T1[v]); w =2 RM(T2[w]). In this case the node v, but not the node w,is covered by M . We have the following lemma.18



sv�����SSSSST1[v] sw����� HHHHHsw1 : : :��@@ swj : : :



JJJJT2[w] swk2��@@PPPPPPPPPPPPPFigure 19: The situation of Lemma 3.Lemma 3 If M is a minimum cost structure respecting mapping from T1[v] to T2[w] andM covers the node v but not the node w, then the cost of M is(M) = Tdist(nil; w) + min1�j�k2fTdist(v; wj)�Tdist(nil; wj)g:Proof. Since v is not connected to w, v has to be connected to a node in subtree T2[wj],1 � j � k2, of T2[w] as shown in Figure 19. Then there can only be connections betweenT1[v] and T2[wj]. Hence the node w and all of its subtrees except T2[wj ] have to beinserted. The costs of these operations areTdist(nil; w)� Tdist(nil; wj):Since M is a minimum cost mapping from T1[v] to T2[w], M is also a minimum costmapping from T1[v] to T2[wj]. Hence, considering M as a mapping from T1[v] to T2[wj]we get (M) = Tdist(v; wj):Considering M again as a mapping from T1[v] to T2[w], we get altogether(M) = Tdist(nil; w) + Tdist(v; wj)� Tdist(nil; wj):Note that either Tdist(v; wj) orTdist(nil; wj) may be larger. But, sinceM is a minimumcost mapping, T2[wj] must be that subtree of T2[w] for which the di�erence Tdist(v; wj)�Tdist(nil; wj) is smallest. Hence we have(M) = Tdist(nil; w) + min1�j�k2fTdist(v; wj)�Tdist(nil; wj)g: 2Note that if there is no minimum cost mapping from T1[v] to T2[w] covering the nodev but not the node w, then the distance Tdist(v; wj) may correspond to a mapping Mthat does not cover the node v. Hence M considered as a mapping from T1[v] to T2[w]may be expandable. But this does not matter, because in this case the cost ofM is beatenby the cost of a mapping considered in Case (2) or in Case (3).Case (2). v =2 DM(T1[v]); w 2 RM(T2[w]). In this case the node w, but not the node v,is covered by M . Analogously to Case (1), here we have the following lemma.19
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JJJJT1[v] svk1��@@ sw�����SSSSST2[w]�������������Figure 20: The situation of Lemma 4.Lemma 4 If M is a minimum cost structure respecting mapping T1[v] to T2[w] and Mcovers the node w but not the node v, then the cost of M is(M) = Tdist(v;nil) + min1�i�k1fTdist(vi; w)�Tdist(vi;nil)g:Proof. Analogously to Lemma 3. 2Note that if there is no minimum cost mapping from T1[v] to T2[w] covering the nodew but not the node v, then the distance Tdist(vl; w) may correspond to a mapping Mthat does not cover the node w. Hence M considered as a mapping from T1[v] to T2[w]may be expandable. But this does not matter, because in this case the cost ofM is beatenby the cost of a mapping considered in Case (1) or in Case (3).sv����s v1 : : :
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JJJJT2[w]Figure 21: The general situation in Case (3).Case (3). (v; w) 2 M . In this case the node v as well as the node w is covered bythe mapping M . Hence all mappings which have to be considered include the connection(v; w), as shown in Figure 21. We denote the minimum cost of such a mapping from T1[v]to T2[w] by Tdist3(v; w). This distance is composed of the cost (label(v)! label(w))of the connection (v; w) and the distance Fdist(v; w) between the forests F1[v1 : : : vk1 ] andF2[w1 : : :wk2 ].In computing the distance Fdist(v; w) the following lemmata limit the number of casesto be considered. 20



Lemma 5 Let M be a mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ]. If there are 1 � i1 <i2 � k1 and 1 � j1 < j2 � k2, such that there are connections in M both between T1[vi1 ]and T2[wj2] and between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj1 ] , then M is not feasible.Proof. Let (x1; y1) be an arbitrary connection between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj2 ], and letsv sw����s vi1 QQQQsvi2 ����s wj1 QQQQswj2ppppppppppppsx1 ppppppppppppppppppsx2 ppppppppppppppppppsy1 pppppppppppps y2Figure 22: The situation of Lemma 5.(x2; y2) be an arbitrary connection between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj1], as shown in Figure 22.Then x1 is to the left of x2, and y1 is to the right of y2. This contradicts the de�nition ofa feasible mapping. 2The following lemma generalizes Example 1.Lemma 6 Let M be a mapping from F1[v1 : : : vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ], and let M containconnections between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj1 ] and between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj2], 1 � i1 < i2 � k1and 1 � j1 < j2 � k2. If there are additional connections in M either(a) between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj1]or(b) between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj2],then M is not structure respecting.Proof.(a) Let (x1; y1) be an arbitrary connection between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj1 ], (x2; y2) be anarbitrary connection between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj1 ], and (x3; y3) be an arbitrary con-nection between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj2 ]. Then y1 is to the left of y2 and x2 is to the leftof x3 as shown in Figure 23. Let ŷ be the lowest common ancestor of y1 and y2.Then we have lca(x1; x2) = v = lca(x1; x3);but lca(y1; y2) = ŷ 6= w = lca(y1; y3):(b) Analogously, see Figure 24. 2The following two lemmata generalize Example 2.21



sv sw����s vi1 QQQQsvi2 ����s wj1 QQQQswj2ppppppppppppsx1 ppppppppppppppppppsp p p p p psx2 p p p p p p p p p p p psx3 pppppps ŷp p p p p ps y1 p p pp p pp pp p pp p pp pp ps y2 pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppps y3Figure 23: Case (a) of Lemma 6.
sv sw����s vi1 QQQQsvi2 ����s wj1 QQQQswj2ppppppsp p p p p psx1 p p p p p p p p p p p psx2 ppppppppppppppppppppppppsx3 pppppppppppps y1 ppppppppppppsp p p p p ps y2 p p p p p p p p p p p p s y3Figure 24: Case (b) of Lemma 6.
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Lemma 7 Let M be a mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ], k2 > 2, and let Mcontain connections between T1[vl] and T2[wl1] and between T1[vl] and T2[wl2], 1 � l � k1,1 � l1 < l2 � k2. If there are additional connections in M either(a) between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj1], 1 � i1 < l, 1 � j1 < l1or(b) between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj2], l < i2 � k1, l2 < j2 � k2,then M is not structure respecting.Proof. sv sw����s vi1 QQQQs vl ����s wj1 s wl1QQQQs wl2ppppppppppppsx1 pppppppppppppppppps x̂p p p p p psx2 p p p p p p p p p p p psx3 pppppppppppps y1 pppppppppppppppppppppppps y2 pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppps y3Figure 25: Case (a) of Lemma 7.(a) Let (x1; y1) be an arbitrary connection between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj1 ], (x2; y2) be anarbitrary connection between T1[vl] and T2[wl1], and (x3; y3) be an arbitrary connec-tion between T1[vl] and T2[wl2], as shown in Figure 25. Let x̂ be the lowest commonancestor of x2 and x3. Then we havelca(x2; x1) = v 6= x̂ = lca(x2; x3);but lca(y2; y1) = w = lca(y2; y3):(b) Analogously, see Figure 26. 2Symmetrically, we have the following lemma, the cases of which are illustrated in Figures27 and 28, respectively.Lemma 8 Let M be a mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ], k1 > 2, to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ], and let Mcontain connections between T1[vl1] and T2[wl] and between T1[vl2] and T2[wl], 1 � l1 <l2 � k1, 1 � l � k2. If there are additional connections in M either(a) between T1[vi1 ] and T2[wj1], 1 � i1 < l1, 1 � j1 < l23



sv sw����s vi1 QQQQs vl ����s wj1 s wl1QQQQs wl2ppppppppppppppppppsx̂p p p p p p p p p p p psx1 p p p p p p sx2 ppppppppppppsx3 pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppps y1 pppppppppppppppppppppppps y2 pppppppppppps y3Figure 26: Case (b) of Lemma 7.
swsv ����s wj1 QQQQs wl����s vi1 s vl1QQQQs vl2 pppppppppppps y1 pppppppppppppppppps ŷp p p p p ps y2 p p p p p p p p p p p p s y3ppppppppppppsx1 ppppppppppppppppppppppppsx2 ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppsx3Figure 27: Case (a) of Lemma 8.
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swsv ����s wj1 QQQQs wl����s vi1 s vl1QQQQs vl2 pppppppppppppppppps ŷp p p p p p p p p p p ps y1 p p p p p p s y2 pppppppppppps y3ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppsx1 ppppppppppppppppppppppppsx2 ppppppppppppsx3Figure 28: Case (b) of Lemma 8.or(b) between T1[vi2 ] and T2[wj2], l2 < i2 � k1, l < j2 � k2,then M is not structure respecting. 2The following corollary is an immediate consequence of these two lemmata.Corollary 1 Let M be a structure respecting mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ].Then there can be at most one subtree of T1[v1]; : : :T1[vk1 ]; T2[w1]; : : :T2[wk2 ] that is mappedonto more than one other subtree by M . 2We call a mapping M from F1[v1 : : : vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ] a left star mapping if thereis a subtree T1[vi], 1 � i � k1 that is mapped onto more than one subtree of T2[w], and aright star mapping if there is a subtree T2[wj], 1 � j � k2 that is mapped onto more thanone subtree of T1[v]. The node vi or wj is then called the center node of the mapping. Notethat at most one of v1; : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2 can be a center node of a mapping. Furthermore,the other subtrees of T1[v] or T2[w]) cannot be covered by the mapping if vi or wj is acenter node.If none of v1; : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2 is a center node, then the mapping is composed ofsubmappings between pairs of single subtrees of T1[v] and T2[w]. This means that everysubtree of T1[v1]; : : :T1[vk1 ]; T2[w1]; : : :T2[wk2 ] is mapped onto at most one other subtree.We call such a mapping a fork mapping.To compute Fdist(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2) we �rst consider the fork mappings fromF1[v1 : : : vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ]. The minimum cost of such a mapping is denotedby FdistF (v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2). To compute FdistF (v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2) we con-sider the subtrees of T1[v] and T2[w] from the left to the right, i. e. we computeFdistF (v1 : : :vi; w1 : : :wj) step-by-step for ascending i and j. Here we have the followinglemma. 25



Lemma 9 The cost of a minimum cost fork mapping from F1[v1 : : :vi], 1 � i � k1 toF2[w1 : : :wj ], 1 � j � k2, isFdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj) = min8><>: Tdist(vi; wj) + FdistF (v1 : : :vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1);Tdist(vi;nil) + FdistF (v1 : : :vi�1; w1 : : :wj);Tdist(nil; wj) + FdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj�1) 9>=>; :Proof. Since Tdist(vi; wj) � Tdist(vi;nil) + Tdist(nil; wj) by de�nition of the costfunction , we have to distinguish in the computation of FdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj) onlythe following three cases.(a) T1[vi] and T2[wj] are both covered by the mapping. Then T1[vi] must be mappedonto T2[wj ] due to Lemma 5. Hence we combine a fork mapping from F1[v1 : : : vi�1]to F2[w1 : : :wj�1] with a mapping from T1[vi] to T2[wj]. Such a mapping M withminimum cost has the costTdist(vi; wj) + FdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1):(b) Only T1[vi] is covered by the mapping. Then T2[wj ] has to be inserted and T1[vi] ismapped to a subtree T2[wl], 1 � l < j. Hence we combine a special fork mappingfrom F1[v1 : : :vi] to F2[w1 : : :wj�1] with the insertion of T2[wj ]. As every fork map-ping from F1[v1 : : : vi] to F2[w1 : : :wj�1] is also a fork mapping from F1[v1 : : :vi] toF2[w1 : : :wj ], we can cover this case by the costTdist(nil; wj) + FdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj�1):If FdistF (v1 : : :vi; w1 : : :wj�1) corresponds to a mapping M that does not coverT1[vi], then M considered as a mapping from F1[v1 : : : vi] to F2[w1 : : :wj ] is expand-able. But then this cost is beaten by the cost of case (a).(c) Only T2[wj ] is covered by the mapping. Analogously to case (b) this case is coveredby the cost Tdist(vi;nil) + FdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj):If FdistF (v1 : : :vi�1; w1 : : :wj) corresponds to a mapping M that does not coverT2[wj], then M considered as a mapping from F1[v1 : : : vi] to F2[w1 : : :wj ] is expand-able. But then this cost is again beaten by the cost of case (a). 2Note that all subdistances used in the formula of the lemma have already been com-puted before computing FdistF (v1 : : :vi; w1 : : :wj).Now we consider the star mappings. The minimum cost of a star mapping fromF1[v1 : : : vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ] is denoted by FdistS(v1 : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2).Let vi, 1 � i � k1, be the center node of a left star mapping. Then T1[vi] is mappedonto a subforest F2[j1 : : : j2], 1 � j1 < j2 � k2, and the other subtrees of T1[v] are deleted.The costs for these deletions areFdist(v1 : : :vk1 ;nil)�Tdist(vi;nil):Next we have the following lemma. 26



Lemma 10 Let M be a left star mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[wj1 : : :wj2 ], 1 � j1 <j2 � k2, with center node vi, 1 � i � k1. Then the center node is not covered by M .Proof. Assume that M covers the center node vi, i. e. vi is connected to a node ŵ whichis in a subtree T2[wl], j1 � l � j2. Then M can only contain connections between T1[vi]and T2[wl]. Hence M cannot be a star mapping. 2Consequently a left star mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[wj1 : : :wj2 ] with center nodevi is a mapping from F1[vi1 : : : vik3 ] to F2[wj1 : : :wj2 ], where vi1 to vik3 are the childrenof vi. On the other hand, every structure respecting mapping from F1[vi1 : : : vik3 ] toF2[wj1 : : :wj2 ] is also a structure respecting mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[wj1 : : :wj2 ].Hence we have for the cost (M) of a minimum cost star mapping M from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ]to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ] with center node vi the following formula.(M) = Fdist(v1 : : : vk1 ;nil)� Tdist(vi;nil) +(label(vi)! ") +min1�j1<j2�k2fFdist(vi1 : : :vik3 ; wj1 : : :wj2) + (1)Fdist(nil; w1 : : :wj1�1) + (2)Fdist(nil; wj2+1 : : :wk2)g (3)The costs over which we minimize in lines (4.1) to (4.3) are the costs of certain map-pings from F1[vi1 : : : vik3 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ]. Since every structure respecting mappingfrom F1[vi1 : : :vik3 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ] is on the other hand also a structure respectingmapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ], we can replace the lines (4.1) to (4.3) byFdist(vi1 : : : vik; w1 : : :wk). Hence we have(M) = Fdist(v1 : : : vk;nil)�Tdist(vi;nil) +(label(vi)! ") + Fdist(vi; w):If we minimize this cost over all vi we get the cost of a minimum cost left star mappingfrom F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ]. In the case of right star mappings, an analogous ar-gumentation applies.Altogether we have the following lemma for the computation ofFdistS(v1 : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2).Lemma 11 The cost of a minimum cost star mapping from F1[v1 : : :vk1 ] to F2[w1 : : :wk2 ]is FdistS(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2) = minfmin1�i�k1fFdist(v;nil)� Tdist(vi;nil) + (4)(label(vi)! ") + Fdist(vi; w)g;min1�j�k2fFdist(nil; w)�Tdist(nil; wj) + (5)("! label(wj)) + Fdist(v; wj)gg: 227



Note that the formula in line (4.4) corresponds to the left star mappings and the formulain line (4.5) to the right star mappings. Note further that all subdistances used in this for-mula have, again, already been computed before computing FdistS(v1 : : :vk1 ; wi : : :wk2).Summarizing, we get the following results for Case (3).Corollary 2(a) The cost of a minimum cost mapping from F1[v] to F2[w] isFdist(v; w) = min( FdistF (v1 : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2);FdistS(v1 : : :vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2): )(b) The cost of a minimum cost mapping from T1[v] to T2[w] that includes the connection(v; w) is Tdist3(v; w) = (label(v)! label(w)) + Fdist(v; w): 24.3 Computation of a MappingUp to now we have only shown how to compute the structure respecting distance betweenthe two trees T1 and T2. But it is natural to ask for a mapping from T1 to T2 that yieldsthis distance. It is easy to extend our algorithm so that it constructs such a mapping, too.For example, one may store at any time the combination of immediate results which yieldsthe distance Tdist(v; w) between the subtrees T1[v] and T2[w]. Then one can reconstructtop-down a mapping that yields this distance within the same time bounds. We will notgive the details here.5 Implementation of the AlgorithmIn this section we sketch an implementation of our algorithm StructureRespectingDistancefor computing the structure resepcting distance between ordered trees.In Figure 29 the algorithm is given in pseudo-code fashion. There we assumethat the input consists of two labeled ordered trees T1 = (fv1; v2; : : :vn1g; E1) andT2 = (fw1; w2; : : :wn2g; E2). Furthermore, we assume that the nodes of both trees arenumbered in left-to-right postorder and that there are for every node u pointers child(u; i),1 � i � degree(u), that point to the ith child of u (if a child is not present, the corre-sponding pointer has the value nil). If this information is not available, some preprocessingis required. The ouput of the algorithm is the structure respecting distance �(T1; T2)between T1 and T2.In the algorithm two global arrays Tdist and Fdist are used to hold the distancesbetween the subtrees and the subforests of T1 and T2. In lines (1) to (3) these arrays areinitialized by the distances to empty trees according to Fact 2. The main computation isdone in lines (4) to (6). In the outer for-loop the nodes of T1 are traversed in ascendingleft-to-right postorder, and in the inner for-loop the nodes of T2 are traversed in ascendingleft-to-right postorder. In line (6) a procedure ComputeDist is called, which computes thevalues of Tdist and Fdist for its argument pair (v; w). We consider an implementation28



program StructureRespectingDistancebegin(1) Fdist(nil;nil) := 0;Tdist(nil;nil) := 0;(2) for v := v1 to vn1 doFdist(v;nil) :=Pdegree(v)i=1 Tdist(child(v; i);nil);Tdist(v;nil) := (label(v) ! ") +Fdist(v;nil)od;(3) for w := w1 to wn2 doFdist(nil; w) :=Pdegree(w)j=1 Tdist(nil;child(w; j));Tdist(nil; w) := (" ! label(w)) + Fdist(nil; w)od;(4) for v := v1 to vn1 do(5) for w := w1 to wn2 do(6) ComputeDist(v; w)odod;(7) output Tdist(root(T1);root(T2))endFigure 29: The algorithm for computing the structure respecting tree distance.
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of this procedure below. Finally in line (7) the computed distance between T1 and T2 isgiven out.procedure ComputeDist(v; w)begink1 := degree(v);k2 := degree(w);(1) Tdist1(v; w) := Tdist(nil; w)+min1�j�k2fTdist(v;child(w; j)) �Tdist(nil;child(w; j))g;(2) Tdist2(v; w) := Tdist(v;nil)+min1�i�k1fTdist(child(v; i); w) �Tdist(child(v; i);nil)g;(3) for i := 1 to k1 dofor j := 1 to k2 doFdistF (child(v; 1) : : :child(v; i);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; j)) := minfTdist(child(v; i);child(w; j))+FdistF (child(v; 1) : : :child(v; i � 1);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; j � 1));Tdist(child(v; i);nil)+FdistF (child(v; 1) : : :child(v; i � 1);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; j));Tdist(nil;child(w; j))+FdistF (child(v; 1) : : :child(v; i);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; j � 1))godod;(4) FdistS(child(v; 1) : : :child(v; k1);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; k2)) := minfmin1�i�k1fFdist(v;nil) �Tdist(child(v; i);nil)+(label(child(v; i))! ") + Fdist(vi; w)g;min1�j�k2fFdist(nil; w)� Tdist(nil;child(w; j)+(" ! label(child(w; j))) + Fdist(v; wj)gg;(5) Fdist(v; w) := minfFdistF (child(v; 1) : : :child(v; k1);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; k2)),FdistS(child(v; 1) : : :child(v; k1);child(w; 1) : : :child(w; k2))g;(6) Tdist3(v; w) := (label(v)! label(w)) + Fdist(v; w));(7) Tdist(v; w) := minfTdist1(v; w);Tdist2(v; w);Tdist3(v; w)gend Figure 30: The procedure ComputeDist.Figure 30 sketches an implementation of the procedure ComputeDist. In lines (1) and(2) of this procedure, the cases (1) and (2), respectively, of the computation of Tdistdiscussed in Subsection 4.1 are covered. In the for-loops of line (3) the minimum cost of afork mapping from F1[v1 : : :vdegree(v)] to F2[w1 : : :wdegree(w)] is computed accordingto Lemma 9. In line (4) the minimum cost of a star mapping from F1[v1 : : :vdegree(v)]to F2[w1 : : :wdegree(w)] is computed according to Lemma 11. In line (5) Fdist(v; w) iscomputed according to Corollary 2.(a). Then this value is used to compute Tdist3(v; w)in line (6) according to Corollary 2.(b). Finally, in line (7) Tdist(v; w) is computed. Here30



the three terms of which the minimum is computed correspond to the three cases of thecomputation of Tdist discussed in Subsection 4.1. Note that the values of Tdist1(v; w),Tdist2(v; w),Tdist3(v; w), FdistF (v; w) and FdistS(v; w) have to be stored only locallywithin this procedure.6 Analysis of the Algorithm6.1 Correctness of the AlgorithmNow we show the correctness of our algorithm. The following fact establishes a relationbetween structure respecting mappings between trees (forests) and structure respectingmappings between their subtrees (subforests).Fact 3 Let x be a node of T1[v] and let y be a node of T2[w]. Then we have that(a) a structure respecting mapping from T1[x] to T2[y] also is a structure respectingmapping from T1[v] to T2[w];(b) a structure respecting mapping from F1[x] to F2[y] also is a structure respectingmapping from F1[v] to F2[w].Proof.(a) Going from T1[x] to T1[v] and from T2[y] to T2[w] does not change the lowest commonancestors of nodes of T1[x] and of T2[y].(b) Analogously. 2The following lemma says that the algorithm only considers structure respecting map-pings.Lemma 12 When computing the distance between T1 and T2 the algorithm StructureRe-spectingDistance only considers structure respecting mappings from T1 to T2.Proof (by induction on the calls of the procedure ComputeDist). We show that thedistance between the subtrees T1[v] and T2[w] computed by ComputeDist relies solely onstructure respecting mappings.(i) In the �rst call of ComputeDist v and w are the leftmost leaves of T1 and T2, re-spectively, so that no mappings between subtrees are used. Furthermore, mappingsbetween single nodes are obviously structure respecting.(ii) The subtree distances used in the further calls of ComputeDist rely on structurerespecting mappings by induction hypothesis. What remains to show is that theircombinations lead to structure respecting mappings from T1[v] to T2[w]. To do so,we look at the cases of the computation of Tdist(v; w) one-by-one.In Case (1) and Case (2) only one subtree distance is used. Hence the resultingmapping from T1[v] to T2[w] is structure respecting according to Fact 3.(a).In Case (3) we consider the fork mappings �rst.31



Let M be a fork mapping from F1[v] to F2[w]. Then M is composed of structurerespecting submappings between pairs of single subtrees of F1[v] and F2[w]. Whatremains to show is that the union of these mappings is also structure respecting.Let v have the children vi, 1 � ik1 and w the children wj, 1 � j � k2. Let M1be a submapping of M from T1[vi1 ] to T2[wj1 ], let M2 be the submapping of M fromT1[vi2 ] to T2[wj2 ] and let M3 be the submapping of M from T1[vi3 ] to T2[wj3 ], where1 � i1 < i2 < i3 � k1 and 1 � j1 < j2 < j3 � k2. We now show that all triples(x1; y1), (x2; y2), (x3; y3) of connections of M̂ = M1 [M2 [M3 do not violate theproperty structure respecting. The three connections can be distributed as follows.(1) The three connections are in the same submapping Mi, 1 � i � 3. Then thethree connections do not violate the property structure respecting because eachMi is a structure respecting mapping.(2) Only two connections are in the same submapping. Let (x1; y1); (x2; y2) be inM1 and (x3; y3) be in M2. Then we havelca(x1; x2) 6= lca(x1; x3) and lca(y1; y2) 6= lca(y1; y3);lca(x2; x1) 6= lca(x2; x3) and lca(y2; y1) 6= lca(y2; y3);and lca(x3; x1) = v = lca(x3; x2) and lca(y3; y1) = w = lca(y3; y2);so these connections do not violate the property structure respecting. An anal-ogous argumentation applies if (x1; y1) is in M1 and (x2; y2); (x3; y3) are in M2.(3) Each connection is in a di�erent submapping. Let (x1; y1) be in M1, (x2; y2)be in M2, and (x3; y3) be in M3. Then we havelca(x1; x2) = v = lca(x1; x3) and lca(y1; y2) = w = lca(y1; y3);lca(x2; x1) = v = lca(x2; x3) and lca(y2; y1) = w = lca(y2; y3);and lca(x3; x1) = v = lca(x3; x2) and lca(y3; y1) = w = lca(y3; y2);so these connections do not violate the property structure respecting either.In the case of star mappings only one subforest distance is used. Hence theresulting mapping from F1[v] to F2[w] is structure respecting according to Fact3.(b). 2Now we have to show that the algorithm considers all eligible mappings. This is doneby the following lemma. But �rst we show that the required subtree distances are availableat any time.Fact 4 When ComputeDist(v; w) is called, the required subtree and subforest distancesbetween T1[v] and T2[w] are available.Proof. Immediately from the fact that the algorithm considers the nodes of each tree inascending left-to-right postorder. 232



Lemma 13 When computing the distance between T1 and T2 the algorithm StructureRe-spectingDistance considers all structure respecting mappings from T1 to T2 that can haveminimal cost.Proof (by induction on the calls of the procedure ComputeDist). We show that the pro-cedure ComputeDist considers all structure respecting mappings that can have minimalcost when computing the distance between the subtrees T1[v] and T2[w] and the distancebetween the subforests F1[v] and F2[w].(i) In the �rst call of ComputeDist v and w are the leftmost leaves T1 and T2, respec-tively. The only not expandable mapping from T1[v] to T2[w] consists solely of theconnection (v; w). The only mapping from F1[v] to F2[w] is the empty mapping.Both mappings are obviously considered.(ii) In the following calls of ComputeDist the required subtree and subforest distancesare available according to Fact 4. By induction hypothesis all structure respectingmappings that can have minimal cost have been considered in their computation. Itremains to show that when computing Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w), respectively,all of their combinations in question are considered.By Lemma 2 we have that in the computation of Tdist(v; w) only the casesconsidered in ComputeDist have to be considered. The correct treatment of Case(1) and (2) follows immediately from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, respectively.In Case (3) Lemma 5, Lemma 6, and Corollary 1 reduce the number of the com-binations to be considered. The correct treatment of the remaining combinationsfollows from Lemma 9 and Lemma 11. 2Now the correctness of our algorithm follows immediately.Theorem 4 The algorithm StructureRespectingDistance computes the structure respect-ing distance between two labeled ordered trees. 26.2 Complexity of the AlgorithmFinally we consider the time and space complexity of our algorithm.Theorem 5 The time complexity of the algorithm StructureRespectingDistance isO(degree(T1) � degree(T2) � jT1j � jT2j):Proof. In the algorithm the procedure ComputeDist is called for every pair (v; w) of nodesfrom T1 � T2 exactly once. The most expensive part of ComputeDist is the computationof the minimum cost of a fork mapping from F1[v] to F2[w], which takes O(degree(v) �degree(w)) time. 2For analyzing the space complexity of our algorithm, we assume that the algorithmtraverses in an outer loop the nodes of T1 and in an inner loop the nodes of T2 in ascendingleft-to-right postorder. This means the algorithm computes for a node v of T1 consecutivelythe distances Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w) for all nodes w of T2.Lemma 14 The distances Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w) have to be stored only un-til the algorithm has computed the distances Tdist(parent(v); parent(w)) andFdist(parent(v); parent(w)). 33



Proof. The distances Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w) are only required inthe computation of the distances Tdist(v; parent(w)) and Fdist(v; parent(w)),Tdist(parent(v); w) and Fdist(parent(v); w), Tdist(parent(v); parent(w)) andFdist(parent(v); parent(w)). Among these, the latter two distances are computed last.2sroot(T1) pppppppppppp sparent2(v)����s�v1 . . . s�vi SSSSS sparent(v)����ŝv1 . . . ŝvi SSSSS sv
sroot(T2)

������������� LLLLLLLLLLLLLswFigure 31: The situation of Theorem 6.Theorem 6 The space complexity of the algorithm StructureRespectingDistance isO(degree(T1) � depth(T1) � jT2j):Proof. We consider a run of the outer loop for a node v of T1. Within this run, the innerloop traverses all nodes w of T2 and uses the distances Tdist(v1; w) to Tdist(vk; w) andFdist(v1; w) to Fdist(vk; w) for all w in T2, where v1 to vk are the children of v. Duringthis run the algorithm computes the distances Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w) for all w inT2. Hence, the algorithm computes O(jT2j) distances within this runIf v has the left siblings v̂1; : : : v̂i, then the algorithm uses in the later run of the outerloop for the parent of v the distances Tdist(v̂1; w) to Tdist(v̂i; w) and Fdist(v̂1; w) toFdist(v̂i) for all w in T2, which have been computed previously. If the parent of v hasthe left siblings �v1; : : :�vi, then the algorithm uses in the later run of the outer loop for theparent of the parent of v the distances Tdist(�v1; w) to Tdist(�vi; w) and Fdist(�v1; w) toFdist(�vi) for all w in T2, and so on, as illustrated in Figure 31.Altogether the algorithm has to store for later runs of the outer loop at mostO(degree(T1) � depth(v)) distances to all subtrees of T2. 2Note that to meet this space complexity in a real implementation of the algorithm,one cannot use global arrays to hold the values of Tdist and Fdist. Instead, one has34



to use temporary structures to hold the values of Tdist(v; w) and Fdist(v; w) for everypair (v; w). These structures have to be created when the pair (v; w) is considered by thealgorithm, and they can be deleted as soon as the pair (parent(v); parent(w)) has beenconsidered.Note further that, if we want to reconstruct a mapping that yields the distance com-puted, we have to store the combination of immediate results which yields the computeddistance for every pair of subtrees, so that we get a space complexity of O(jT1j � jT2j).7 Approximate Tree MatchingThis section is devoted to approximate tree matching. Approximate tree matching isa generalization of approximate string matching which is closely related to tree editing.Actually, it can be seen as an application of tree distance measures.In the the following we �rst review approximate string and tree matching. Thenwe show how the concecpts used in these problems can be transformed to the structurerespecting distance between ordered trees.7.1 Approximate String MatchingApproximate string matching was �rst introduced by Sellers [10]. In this problem a pat-tern string P and a target string S are given. Then one looks for the substrings of Swhich most resemble P , where resemblance is de�ned in terms of string distance (see [8],[9] and [16]). Sellers de�nes two variants of this problem that di�er in the exact de�nitionof resemblance.In the �rst variant, which we call global approximate string matching, one looks forthe substrings of S whose distance to the pattern string is minimum among all substrings.Formally, this global resemblance is de�ned as follows.De�nition 11 (Global resemblance) A substring S[i1 : : : i2], 1 � i1 � i2 � jSj, of thetarget string most resembles the pattern string P globally, if�S(P; S[i1 : : : i2]) � �S(P; S[j1 : : : j2])for all 1 � j1 � j2 � jSj, where �S denotes the string distance. 2In [10] an algorithm is given that solves this problem in time O(jP j � jT j). The essentialdi�erence between this algorithm and the standard dynamic programming algorithm forthe string editing problem is that the former allows the removal of a pre�x of the targetstring without any cost.A version of this problem is the k di�erences problem (see [15], [3], [7], for example).Here one asks whether there is a substring of the target string whose distance to thepattern string is at most k. Clearly one can solve this problem with Sellers' algorithm,because this algorithm computes the distance between the pattern string and every sub-string of the target string. In the following, some algorithms have been developed thatimprove the quadratic time bound of Sellers' algorithm (see [3] for a survey and furtherreferences).Note that these global approximate string matching problems can also be consideredas generalizations of the classic string matching problem (see [1] and [6] for the classic35



algorithms).In the second variant of Sellers, which we call local approximate string matching, onelooks for the substrings of S whose distance to the pattern string is minimum among theirsub- and superstrings. Formally, this local resemblance is de�ned as follows.De�nition 12 (Local resemblance) A substring S[i1 : : : i2]; 1 � i1 � i2 � jSj of thetarget string most resembles the pattern string P locally, if�S(P; S[i1 : : : i2]) � �S(P; S[h1 : : : h2])for all i1 � h1 � h2 � i2 and�S(P; S[i1 : : : i2]) � �S(P; S[j1 : : : j2])for all j1 � i1 � i2 � j2. 2In [10] an algorithm is given that solves this problem in time O(jP j � jT j), too. Themain di�erence from the algorithm for the global case is that the former needs two dis-tance matrices to cancel other substrings which overlap from the left and from the right,respectively.7.2 Approximate Tree Matching in the General CaseAs well as approximate string matching, which is based on the string editing problem, onecan de�ne approximate tree matching, which is based on the tree editing problem. Thisis done by Zhang and Shasha in [18] as follows.The removal of a pre�x of a string is generalized by the removal of a collection ofsubtrees. To do so, two new operations at a node are introduced.� Removing at a node w means removing the entire subtree T [w];� Pruning at a node w means removing all descendants of w, i. e. removing the sub-forest F [w].Note that removing is the more general operation, as pruning can be done by removingat all children of w. On the other hand, pruning never eliminates the entire tree. Notefurther that both operations reduce to the removal of a pre�x of a string, when the stringis considered in \postorder", i. e. in reverse order.A subtree set sts(T ) of a tree T is a subset of its nodes such that for all v1; v2 2 sts(T )neither is an ancestor of the other. R(T; sts(T )) is de�ned to be the tree T with removingat all nodes in sts(T ), and P (T; sts(T )) is de�ned to be the tree T with pruning at allnodes in sts(T ).Now one can give two variants of approximate tree matching. Given a pattern tree Pand a target tree T , one wants to compute eitherRdist(P; T [w]) = minSTS subtree setf�T (P;R(T [w]; sts(T [w])))g36



or Pdist(P; T [w]) = minSTS subtree setf�T (P; P (T [w]; sts(T [w])))gfor all w 2 T , where �T denotes the general distance between two trees. We call Rdist theremoving distance and Pdist the pruning distance. Rdist(P; T [w]) and Pdist(P; T [w]),respectively, is the distance between the pattern tree and that subtree of T [w] which mostresembles the pattern tree. By minimizing over all w 2 T one gets the distance betweenthe pattern tree and that subtree of the target tree, that most resembles the pattern tree.In [18] Zhang and Shasha present algorithms for computing the removing dis-tance and the pruning distance, respectively, that are based on their algorithm forthe general distance between trees, and that also have a running time of O(jP j � jT j �min(depth(P ); leaves(P )) �min(depth(T ); leaves(T ))).Finally, note that the removing distance as well as the pruning distance correspondsto the global resemblance of substrings. Hence they can also be seen as generalizations oftree pattern matching (see [4], [5] and [2]).7.3 The Structure Respecting Removing DistanceIn this subsection we apply the structure respecting distance between two ordered trees toapproximate tree matching, where we restrict ourselves to the removing distance. Formallywe can de�ne this problem as follows.De�nition 13 (Structure respecting removing distance) Let P and T be two la-beled ordered trees. P is called the pattern tree and T the target tree. Then the task is tocompute RTdist(P; T [w]) = minSTS subtree setf�(P;R(T [w]; sts(T [w])))gfor all w 2 T , where � denotes the structure respecting distance between two ordered trees.We call RTdist the structure respecting removing distance. 2If we minimize the structure respecting removing distance over all w 2 T , we get thesubtrees of the target tree that most resemble the pattern tree globally. Furthermore,we can de�ne local resemblance between trees on the basis of the structure respectingremoving distance as follows.De�nition 14 (Local resemblance between trees) A subtree T [w] of the target treeT most resembles the pattern tree P locally, if for all subtrees T [wsub] of T [w]RTdist(P; T [w]) � RTdist(P; T [wsub])and for all supertrees T [wsuper] of T [w]RTdist(P; T [w]) � RTdist(P; T [wsuper])holds. 2Note that this de�nition applies to the general case as well. But it does not reduceto local resemblance between strings when the strings are considered in reverse order astrees. This is because every su�x of a string is either a \subtree" or a \supertree" of everyother su�x. Nevertheless, we think that our de�nition of local resemblance between treesis a natural generalization of the concept of local resemblance to trees.37
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bk����� HHHHHb w8k���� @@@a w3klm��� @@@ck bk ckc w6klm��� @@@bk ck a w13klm��� @@@bk ck��� @@@a w10k b w11kTFigure 32: Global and local resemblance between trees.Example 4 As an example, consider the pattern tree P and the target tree T shown inFigure 32. Here T [w13] most resembles the pattern tree globally, because T [w10] and T [w11]can be removed without cost, so that its distance to the pattern tree is zero. T [w13] alsomost resembles the pattern tree locally because its distance is the only absolute minimum.This means that neither a subtree nor a supertree of T [w13] can most resemble the patterntree locally. Hence the other subtrees of the target tree that most resemble the pattern treelocally must be subtrees of T [w8]. If we de�ne (a ! b) to be one, if a 6= b, and zero,if a = b, then we have that T [w3] and T [w6] are the other subtrees of the target tree thatmost resemble the pattern tree locally. 27.4 Computation of the Removing DistanceNow we look at the computation of the structure respecting removing distance. As ouralgorithm for computing the structure respecting distance also computes the distance be-tween all pairs of subtrees, we can use it as a template and change it only where necessary.In the computation of RTdist(v; w) in the procedure ComputeDist we have to takeinto account that any subtree of the target tree T may be removed without any cost.To cope, we consider each of the three cases of the computation of Tdist discussed inSubsection 4.2 in turn. Again we assume that v has the children vi, 1 � i � k1, and w thechildren wj , 1 � j � k2.Case (1). v 2 DM(P [v]); w =2 RM(T [w]). In this case the node v, but not the node w, iscovered by the mapping M . This means that the node v has to be connected to a node ina subtree T [wj ], 1 � j � k2, of T [w]. The other subtrees of T [w] may be removed withoutany cost. Note that we have to insert the node w separately. Hence the formula of Lemma38



3 changes to (M) = ("! label(w)) + min1�j�k2fRTdist(v; wj)g:Case (2). v =2 DM(P [v]); w 2 RM(T [w]). In this case the node w, but not the node v, iscovered by the mapping M . This means that the node w has to be connected to a node ina subtree P [vi], 1 � i � k1, of P [v]. The other subtrees of P [v] have to be deleted. Sincepossible removings of subtrees of T [w] have already been considered in the computationof the subdistances, the formula of Lemma 4 remains unchanged:(M) = RTdist(v;nil) + min1�i�k1fRTdist(vi; w)�RTdist(vi;nil)g:Case (3). (v; w) 2 M . In this case the node v, as well as the node w, is coveredby the mapping M . Hence all mappings which have to be considered include the con-nection (v; w). We denote the minimum cost of such a mapping from P [v] to T [w] byRTdist3(v; w). This distance is composed of the cost (label(vi) ! label(wj)) of theconnection (v; w) and the distance RFdist(v; w) between the forests FP [v1 : : :vk1 ] andFT [w1 : : :wk2 ]. In its computation we now have to take into account that the subtrees ofw may be removed without cost.To compute RFdist(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2) we again consider the fork mappings fromFP [v1 : : :vk1 ] to FT [w1 : : :wk2 ] �rst. The minimum cost of such a mapping is denoted byRFdistF (v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2). In its computation we consider the subtrees of P [v] andT [w] again from the left to the right. Here the following lemma corresponds to Lemma 9of Subsection 4.2.Lemma 15 The cost of a minimum cost fork mapping from F1[v1 : : : vi], 1 � i � k1 toF2[w1 : : :wj ], 1 � j � k2, isRFdistF (v1 : : :vi; w1 : : :wj) = minfRTdist(vi; wj) +RFdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1);RTdist(vi;nil) +RFdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj);RTdist(vi;nil) +RFdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1);RFdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj�1)g:Proof. First, RTdist(vi; wj) � RTdist(vi;nil) + RTdist(nil; wj) may not hold here,because RTdist(nil; wj) is zero and it may be cheaper to delete a subtree than to mapit to another subtree. Hence we have to distinguish four cases here.(a) P [vi] and T [wj] are both covered by the mapping. Then such a mapping M withminimum cost has the costRTdist(vi; wj) + RFdistF (v1 : : :vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1);as in Lemma 9.(b) Only P [vi] is covered by the mapping. Then T [wj] can be removed without any cost.Hence we can cover this case by the costRFdistF (v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj�1):39



(c) Only T [wj] is covered by the mapping. Analogously to Lemma 9, this case is coveredby the cost RTdist(vi;nil) + RFdistF (v1 : : : vi�1; w1 : : :wj):(d) Neither of P [vi] and T [wj] is covered by the mapping. Since T [wj ] can be removedwithout any cost, we e�ectively combine a fork mapping from FP [v1 : : : vi�1] toFT [w1 : : :wj�1] with the deletion of P [vi] in this case. Hence this case is covered bythe cost RTdist(vi;nil) +RFdistF (v1 : : :vi�1; w1 : : :wj�1): 2Now we consider the star mappings from FP [v1 : : :vk1 ] to FT [w1 : : :wk2 ]. The minimumcost of such a mapping is denoted by RFdistS(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2).In the case of a left star mapping, we can adopt the formula in line (4.4) of Lemma 11in Subsection 4.2: min1�i�k1fRFdist(v;nil)�RTdist(vi;nil) +(label(vi)! ") +RFdist(vi; w)g;since possible removings of subtrees of T [w] have already been considered in the compu-tation of the subdistances RFdist(vi; w).In the case of right star mappings, we have to take into account that subtrees of T [w]may be removed without cost. Hence the formula in line (4.5) of Lemma 11 changes tomin1�j�k2f("! label(wj)) +RFdist(v; wj)g:Summarizing, we have the following result for the computation ofRFdistS(v1 : : : vi; w1 : : :wj).Corollary 3 The cost of a minimum cost star mapping from FP [v1 : : :vk1 ] toFT [w1 : : :wk2 ] isRFdistS(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2) = minfmin1�i�k1fRFdist(v;nil)� RTdist(vi;nil) +(label(vi)! ") +RFdist(vi; w)g;min1�j�k2f("! label(wj)) + Fdist(v; wj)gg: 2Further summarizing, we get the following results for Case (3).Corollary 4(a) The cost of a minimum cost structure respecting mapping from FP [v] to FT [w] isRFdist(v; w) = min( RFdistF (v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2);RFdistS(v1 : : : vk1 ; w1 : : :wk2): )40



(b) The cost of a minimum cost structure respecting mapping from P [v] to T [w] thatincludes the connection (v; w) isRTdist3(v; w) = (label(v)! label(w)) +RFdist(v; w): 2Altogether we have the following result for the computation of RTdist(v; w).Corollary 5 For the structure respecting removing distance between P [v] and T [w] itholds thatRTdist(v; w) = minf("! label(w)) + min1�j�k2fRTdist(v; wj)g;RTdist(v;nil) + min1�i�k1fRTdist(vi; w)� RTdist(vi;nil)g;RTdist3(v; w)g: 2Furthermore, we do not have to initialize the RFdist and the RTdist array with dis-tances between subforests and subtrees of the target tree T and empty subtrees, as thesevalues are not used anymore. The other initializations remain unchanged.Since we have used our algorithm for the structure respecting distance as a template, itshould be clear that the resulting algorithm for the structure respecting removing distanceis correct and runs within the same time bounds. Hence we have the following result.Corollary 6 The structure respecting removing distance between two labeled ordered treesP and T can be computed in time O(degree(P ) � degree(T ) � jP j � jT j). 2Having computed the structure respecting removing distance, we can determine thesubtrees of the target tree which most resemble the pattern tree globally by minimizingthe removing distance over all w 2 T and choosing those subtrees of T which yield thisminimum.To determine the subtrees of the target tree which most resemble the pattern treelocally, a little more work is necessary. For every node w 2 T we computeRTdistsub(w) :=( 1; if w is a leaf,minfRTdist(P; T [ ~w] j ~w is a proper descendant of wg; otherwise;and RTdistsuper(w) :=( 1; if w is the root of T ,minfRTdist(P; T [ ~w] j ~w is a proper ancestor of wg; otherwise.The values of RTdistsub(w) and RTdistsuper(w) can be computed by traversing the tar-get tree in postorder and reverse postorder, respectively.41



Then T [w] is a subtree of T that most resembles the pattern tree P locally, i�RTdist(P; T [w]) � RTdistsub(w)and RTdist(P; T [w])� RTdistsuper(w):Altogether we have the following result.Theorem 7 Let P and T be two labeled ordered trees. Then the subtrees of T which mostresemble P globally or locally with respect to the structure respecting removing distancecan be determined in time O(degree(P ) � degree(T ) � jP j � jT j). 28 Conclusion and Further WorkWe have de�ned a new measure of the distance between two labeled ordered trees, whichwe have called structure respecting distance. It preserves more of the structure of thetrees involved. This can be useful when one compares the structure of the parse treesof (natural language) sentences to determine their similarity. Then we have presented asimple dynamic programming algorithm that computes this new distance e�ciently. Thecomputation of this new distance requires less time and space than the computation of thegeneral distance. Hence we think that our restriction of the general distance is justi�ed.Finally we have applied the new measure of distance to approximate tree matching, wherewe have introduced a concept of local resemblance between trees. Next we would like togive a parallel implementation of our algorithms.Finally we would like to improve the time complexity of the general tree editing prob-lem. By comparing our algorithm for the structure respecting distance with the algorithmof Zhang and Shasha for the general distance, one notices that our algorithm computesthe subtree distance for every pair of subtrees separately, whereas the algorithm of Zhangand Shasha computes the subtree distance only for certain pairs of subtrees separately.On the other hand, our algorithm computes the distance between the subtrees T [v] andT 0[w] in time O(degree(v) � degree(w)), whereas the algorithm of Zhang and Shashaneeds time O(jT [v]j � jT 0[w]j) to compute the corresponding subtree distance. Maybe it ispossible to combine the advantages of both algorithms in a new algorithm for the generaltree editing problem.Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Prof. Dr. N. Blum for helpful discussions onthis work.References[1] R. S. Boyer and J. S. Moore, A Fast String Matching Algorithm, CACM 20 (1977),pp. 262 - 272.[2] M. Dubiner, Z. Galil and E. Magen, Faster Tree Pattern Matching, Proc. 31st FOCS(1990), pp. 145 - 150.[3] Z. Galil and R. Giancarlo, Data Structures and Algorithms for Approximate StringMatching, J. Complexity 4 (1988), pp. 33 - 72.42
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